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This paper deals with, design of modified SRF based Dynamic voltage
restorer with battery energy storage system. The DVR consist of voltage
source converter coupled with energy storage system .In this paper a
new controlled technique is proposed to control the capacitor supported
DVR. The reference injected voltage are estimated or (generated using
synchronous reference frame theory) Hence the SRF based DVR
compensated all voltage related power quality issues the detail analytical
study and evaluation by the proposed topology with DVR systems and
validated through simulation results.
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I.

INRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an increased emphasis and concern for the quality of power delivered
to factories, commercial establishments, and residences. This is due to the increasing usage of harmoniccreating nonlinear loads such as adjustable-speed drives, switched mode power supplies, arc furnaces,
electronic fluorescent lamp ballasts etc. [1-6]. Power quality loosely defined, as the study of powering and
grounding electronic systems so as to maintain the integrity of the power supplied to the system. IEEE
Standard 1159 defines power quality as : The concept of powering and grounding sensitive equipment in a
manner that is suitable for the operation of that equipment. In the IEEE 100 Authoritative Dictionary of IEEE
Standard Terms, Power quality is defined as: The concept of powering and grounding electronic equipment
in a manner that is suitable to the operation of that equipment and compatible with the premise wiring system
and other connected equipment. Good power quality, however, is not easy to define because what is good
power quality to a refrigerator motor may not be good enough for today’s personal computers and other
sensitive loads. Power quality problems in the distribution systems are interruption, voltage sag and voltage
swell due to the increased use of sensitive and critical equipments in the system. Some examples are
equipments of communication system, process industries, precise manufacturing processes etc. Power quality
problems such as transients, sags, swells and other distortions to the sinusoidal waveform of the supply
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voltage affect the performance of these equipments. The technologies like custom power devices are emerged
to provide protection against power quality problems. Custom power devices are mainly of three categories
such as series-connected compensator like dynamic voltage restorer (DVR), shunt connected compensator
such as distribution static compensator (DSTATCOM), and a combination of series and shunt connected
compensators known as unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) [7-10]. The series connected compensator
can regulate the load voltage from the power quality problems such as sag, swell etc. in the supply voltage.
Hence it can protect the critical consumer loads from tripping and consequent loss of production. The custom
power devices are developed and installed at the consumer point to meet the power quality standards such as
IEEE-519.
A DVR is used to compensate the supply voltage disturbances such as sag and swell. The DVR is connected
between the supply and sensitive loads, so that it can inject a voltage of required magnitude and frequency
in the distribution feeder. The DVR is operated such that the load voltage magnitude is regulated to a
constant magnitude, while the average real power absorbed/ supplied by it is zero in the steady state. The
capacitor supported DVR is widely addressed in the literature. The instantaneous reactive power theory
(IRPT) , sliding mode controller , instantaneous symmetrical components etc., are discussed in the literature
for the control of DVR [11-15]. In this project a new control algorithm is proposed based on the current
mode control for the control of DVR. The extensive simulation is performed to demonstrate its capability,
using the MATLAB with its Simulink and Power System Block set (PSB) toolbox.
2.1. DYNAMIC VOLTAGE RESTORER:
Among the power quality problems (sags, swells, harmonics…) voltage sags are the most severe
disturbances. In order to overcome these problems, the concept of custom power devices is introduced
recently. One of those devices is the Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR), which is the most efficient and
effective modern custom power device used in power distribution networks. DVR is a recently proposed
series connected solid state device that injects voltage into the system in order to regulate the load side
voltage. It is normally installed in a distribution system between the supply and the critical load feeder at the
point of common coupling (PCC). Other than voltage sags and swells compensation, DVR can also added
other features like: line voltage harmonics compensation, reduction of transients in voltage and fault current
limitations.

Fig.1.Schematic Diagram of DVR
Injection/ Booster Transformer:
The Injection / Booster transformer is a specially designed transformer that attempts to limit the coupling of
noise and transient energy from the primary side to the secondary side. Its main tasks are:
1. It connects the DVR to the distribution network via the HV-windings and
transforms and couples the
injected compensating voltages generated by the voltage source converters to the incoming supply voltage.
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2. In addition, the Injection / Booster transformer serves the purpose of isolating the load from the system
(VSC and control mechanism).
2.3. Harmonic Filter:
The main task of harmonic filter is to keep the harmonic voltage content generated by the VSC to the
permissible level.
2.4.Voltage Source Converter:
A VSC is a power electronic system consists of a storage device and switching devices, which can generate a
sinusoidal voltage at any required frequency, magnitude, and phase angle. In the DVR application, the VSC
is used to temporarily replace the supply voltage or to generate the part of the supply voltage which is
missing. There are four main types of switching devices:
a) Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFET)
b) Gate Turn-Off thyristors (GTO)
c) Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT), and
d) Integrated Gate Commutated Thyristors (IGCT).
Each type has its own benefits and drawbacks. The IGCT is a recent compact device with enhanced
performance and reliability that allows building VSC with very large power ratings. Because of the highly
sophisticated converter design with IGCTs, the DVR can compensate dips which are beyond the capability of
the past DVRs using conventional devices.
The purpose of storage devices is to supply the necessary energy to the VSC via a dc link for the
generation of injected voltages. The different kinds of energy storage devices are Superconductive magnetic
energy storage (SMES), batteries and capacitance.
2.5. DC Charging Circuit:
The dc charging circuit has two main tasks.
a) The first task is to charge the energy source after a sag compensation event.
b) The second task is to maintain dc link voltage at the nominal dc link voltage.
2.6.Control and Protection:
The control technique to be adopted depends on the type of load as some loads are sensitive to only
magnitude change whereas some other loads are sensitive to both magnitude and phase angle shift. Control
techniques that utilize real and reactive power compensation are generally classified as pre- sag
compensation, in-phase compensation and energy optimization technique. For our study, pre-sag
compensation was used where the load voltage is restored to its pre-sag magnitude and phase. Therefore, this
method is suitable for loads which
are sensitive to magnitude and also phase angle shift. Differential current protection of the transformer, or
short circuit current on the customer load side are only two examples of many protection functions
possibility.
3. EQUATIONS RELATED TO DVR:
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Fig.2 Equivalent Circuit diagram of DVR

Z th depends on the fault level of the load bus. When the system voltage (Vth )
drops, the DVR injects a series voltage VDVR through the injection transformer so that the desired load
The system impedance

voltage magnitude

VL

can be maintained. .

The series injected voltage of the DVR can be written

as

VDVR  VL  Z th I L  Vth

(1)

Where
VDVR : The desired load voltage magnitude

Z th : The load impedance.

I L : The load current.
Vth : The system voltage during fault condition.
The load current I L is given by,
P  J  QL 
I L  [( L
)]
(2)
VL
When

VL is considered as a reference equation can be rewritten as,
VDVR   VL 0  Z th I L (    )  Vth 

(3)

∝, β, δ are angles of VDVR , Z th , Vth respectively and θ is Load power angle

  tan 1 (QL PL )

(4)

S DVR  VDVR I L
(5)
It requires the injection of only reactive power and the DVR itself is capable of generating the reactive
power.
4. CONTROL SCHEME
The block diagram of the control scheme to generate the reference values of the compensator currents is
shown in Fig. 3. The desired source currents (in d-q components) are obtained as

iSd
 i Ld  iCd

i


Sq

 K q i Lq  uiCq
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where

I Ld and I Lq are the average values of the d- and q- axis components of the load current, icd is the

output of the DC voltage controller and icq is the output of the AC voltage controller (if the bus voltage

(Vt )

is to be regulated). u is a logical variable equal to (a) zero if PF is to be regulated and (b) one if bus voltage is
to regulated. K q  1 in the latter case. When PF is to be controlled, K q is determined by the required power
factor as follows.

Kq 

QS

(8)

QL

Where Q¤S is the reference reactive power supplied by the source (at PCC) and ¹QL is the average reactive
power (at fundamental frequency) defined b

Q L  Vt i Lq

(9)

Fig.3 1 Computation of reference source current

Fig.3.2 Generation of reference compensator currents
For unity power factor, Q¤S = 0 and K q = 0. The average values of

i Ld and i Lq are obtained as the outputs

of two identical low pass filters and are defined as

i Ld 
i Ld 
   G(S ) 
i Lq 
i Lq 

(10)

where G(s) is chosen as the transfer function of a 2nd order Butterworth low pass filter (with a corner
frequency of 30 Hz). The d-q components are computed from the following relations
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i Ld  cos t
i   
 Lq   sin t

 sin t  i L 
 
cos t  i L 

(11)

Where the    components are obtained
The reference vector of source currents is given by

1  1
i L 
2
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(12)
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(13)

where the

   currents are given by


 (14)
i S   cos t sin t  i Sd

  

 
i S   sin t cos t  i Sq 

Note that

t

is the supply frequency expressed in radians/sec. The unit vectors sin t and cos t are

obtained from Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) which is locked to the PCC voltage.

4.1 Design of Phase- Locked Loop (PLL)

Fig.4.1 Modifed PLL block diagram
Some PLL algorithms were used with SRF and other control methods in APF applications [16]-[17]. The
conventional PLL circuit works properly under distorted and unbalanced system voltages. However, a
conventional PLL circuit has low performance for highly distorted and unbalancedsystem voltages. In this
paper, the modified PLL circuit shown in Fig. 4.1 is employed for the determination of the positive-sequence
components of the system voltage signals. The reasonbehind making a modification in conventional PLL is
to improve the UPQC filtering performance under highly distortedand unbalanced voltage conditions.The
simulation results according to the transformation angle(ωt) waveform for, first, the conventional PLL and,
second,the modified PLL algorithms are shown in Fig. 4.2. The modifiedPLL has better performance than
that of the conventional PLL,since the output (ωt) of the modified PLL has a low oscillation under highly
distorted and unbalanced system voltage conditions.The modified PLL circuit calculates the three-phase
auxiliarytotal power by applying three-phase instantaneous source linevoltages,in order to determine the
transformation angle (ωt) of thesystem supply voltage.
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The modified PLL circuit is designed to operate properlyunder distorted and unbalanced voltage waveforms.
The three-phase line voltages are measured and used as inputs, and the transformation angle (ωt) is calculated
as output signal of the modified PLL circuit. The measured line voltages aremultiplied by auxiliaryfeedback
currents withunity amplitude, and one of them leads 120◦ to another to obtainthree-phase auxiliary
instantaneous active power The reference fundamental angular frequency (ωt = 2πf) is added to the output
of the proportional–integral
(PI)(P =0.05; I = 0.01) controller to stabilize the output. The
auxiliarytransformation angle (ωt) is obtained by the integration of thiscalculation, but the produced ωt leads
90◦ to the system fundamental frequency; therefore, the −π/2 is added to the output ofthe integrator in order
to reach system fundamental frequency.The PLL circuit arrives at a stabile operating point when three-phase
auxiliary instantaneous active power (p3ax) becomes zeroor has low frequency oscillation. In addition, the
transformationangle (ωt) which is the output of the modified PLL circuitreaches the fundamental positivesequence components of theline voltages. Consequently, sin (ωt) in the modified PLL outputis in the same
phase angle with the fundamental positive-sequence components of the measured source voltages (vsa). The
modified PLL circuit can operate satisfactorily underhighly distorted and unbalanced system voltages as long
as thePI gains in the PLL algorithm are tuned accordingly. The proposed modified PLL circuit has been
arranged for use directlyin the proposed SRF-based DVR control method and has beenexamined as simple,
fast, and robust for utility applications withemphasis on operation under unbalanced and distorted load
andsupply voltage conditions.

Fig.4.2. Transformation angle (ωt) waveforms for the (a) conventional and (b) modified PLL algorithms.
5. Simulink model of DVR
The DVR is modeled and simulated using the MATLAB and its Simulink and Power System Block set (PSB)
toolboxes. The MATLAB model of the DVR connected system is shown in Fig.5The three-phase source is
connected to the three-phase load through series impedance and the DVR. The considered load is a lagging
power factor load. The VSC of the DVR is connected to the system using an injection transformer.
Table.1. System Parameters
AC
phase
voltage
Un-balanced
load

Ripple
filter
values
PWM
switching
frequency
Series
transformer
PLL gain
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230V rms(Ph-Ph),60HZ

phase  a, R  150, L  100 mH
phase  b, R  75, L  100 mH
phase  c, R  50, L  100 mH
C f  1F , R f  0.00002 , L f  20m
10KHZ

Three-phase
transformer
10000KVA,200V/200 V.
1/330

of

rating
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Fig. 5 MATLAB-based model of the Capacitor-supported DVR-connected system.
In addition, a ripple filter for filtering the switching ripple in the terminal voltage is connected across the
terminals of the secondary of the transformer. The dc bus capacitor of DVR is selected based on the transient
energy requirement and the dc bus voltage is selected based on the injection voltage level. The dc capacitor
decides the ripple content in the dc voltage. The system data are given in Appendix.
The proposed control algorithm is modeled in MATLAB as shown in Fig.6. The reference supply currents
are derived from the sensed load voltages, supply currents and dc bus voltage of DVR. The output of the PI
controller used for the control of dc bus voltage of DVR is added with the direct axis component of current.
Similarly, the output of the PI controller used for the control of the amplitude of the load voltage is added
with the quadrature axis component.

Fig. 6 Control block of DVR that uses SRF method of control.
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A pulse width modulation (PWM) controller is used over the error between reference supply currents and
sensed supply currents to generate gating signals for the IGBT’s (insulated gate bipolar transistors) of the
VSC of DVR.
5.1.Voltage Sag
The proposed control scheme of DVR is verified through simulation using MATLAB software along with its
Simulink and Power System Block set (PSB) toolboxes. The DVR injects fundamental voltage (Vc ) in
series with the terminal voltages (VLa ,VLb ,VLc ) . The load voltage is maintained at the rated value. The
terminal voltage (Vt ) , supply current (i s ) , amplitude of terminal voltage

(VL )

and the dc bus voltage

(Vt ) the amplitude of load voltage

(Vdc ) of DVR are also shown. It is observed that the dc bus voltage of DVR is

maintained at reference value.
The performance of DVR is clarified for various supply voltage disturbances, for example, voltage sag and
swell. Fig. 7 and Fig.10 describes the transient performance of the system underneath sag and swell
conditions. A swell in supply voltage is observed at 0.03-0.05 seconds with an excess magnitude of 80v and
sag in the supply voltage is observed at 0.02-0.04 seconds with a decreased magnitude of 80V. The load
voltages are plotted in Fig. 9 and Fig.12 for both swell and sag conditions, which exhibits the in-phase
Voltage injection by DVR. The load voltage is kept up sinusoidal by injecting appropriate compensation
voltage by the DVR

Fig.7 Performance of DVR during voltage sag.

`Fig.8 Voltage injected by the DVR during sag.
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Fig .9.Load voltage

5.2. Voltage Swell
Similarly, in Fig.10, a swell in terminal voltage
voltage

(VL )

(VL )

(Vt ) has occurred at 0.03 sec up to 0.05 sec and the load

is observed to be satisfactory due to the proper voltage injection by the DVR. The load voltage

is maintained at the rated value. The terminal voltage

(Vt ) ,supply current (i s ) , the amplitude of

terminal voltage (Vt ) , the amplitude of the load voltage (VL ) and the dc bus voltage

(Vdc ) of DVR are also

shown. It is observed that the dc bus voltage of DVR is maintained at reference value, though perturbation is
occurring during transients.

Fig .10Performance of DVR during Voltage swell

Fig.11 Voltage injected by the DVR during swell.
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Fig.12 Load voltage.
6. CONCLUSION
The task of a DVR has been clarified with another control system utilizing different voltage injection plans.
A mechanism is proposed to control the capacitor supported DVR. The mechanism of DVR is explained with
a reduced rating VSC. Using the unit vectors, the reference load voltage is evaluated and the mechanism of
DVR has been achieved, which limits the error of voltage injection. SRF theory is used to change the
voltages from rotating vectors to the stationary frame. A correlation of the performance of the DVR with
various plans has been performed with a reduced
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